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Sequences of independent random variables and products of probability 
spaces are just two ways of looking at the same thing. The natural generalization 
of a sequence of independent random variables is a decomposable process. 
We introduce a corresponding generalization of a product of probability spaces, 
which will be called a factored probability space, and study the structure and 
classification of such systems and their relation to decomposable processes. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. DEFINITION. Let (T, 3) be a Bore1 space, standard in the 
sense of Mackey [lo]. Let (a, 9, P) be a probability space, which 
is separable in the sense that L,(P) is separable, and also complete 
in the sense that 9r contains all subsets of sets of probability zero. 
Then the probability space, together with a system {SB : B E g} of 
u subalgebras of 9, will be called a factored probability space1 indexed 
by 9, provided 
(0) 2Er = 9 and each FB contains all subsets of 9 of proba- 
bility zero; 
(1) If B, ,..., B, are disjoint, then FB, ,..., SB, are independent. 
(2) If B, , B, ,... are disjoint with union B, then FB is generated 
up to sets of probability zero by vi SBi . 
* The research in this paper was partially supported by NSF grant number NSF- 
GP-7176. 
1 The terminology has undergone at least three changes since the end of 1967 
when I first talked about these ideas at Hebrew University. An earlier version is given 
in Ref. [3]. 
1 
0 1971 by Academic Press, Inc. 
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1.2. EXAMPLE. Discretely factoredprobability spaces: T is countable, 
and g = all subsets of T. This is essentially the case of an ordinary 
product of countably many probability spaces. 
1.3. DEFINITION. Let @, @’ be the two factored probability spaces 
indexed by the same ~59’. Say they are isomorphic, 0 M @‘, if there 
exists a measure algebra isomorphism from the measure algebra of 
(R, 9, P) onto that of (Q’, 9’, P’) (we assume that the reader will 
decipher all such notational conventions without detailed explanation) 
such that the measure subalgebra gotten from FB is carried onto 
that of &’ for all B E 3’. 
Note that in the discrete case, all such isomorphisms are given 
by choosing, for each t E T, a measure algebra isomorphism from 
(Q, fl&l , P I F{J onto (Q, 9;~ , P’ 1 sill); thus, the classification 
reduces to the classification of separable probability spaces up to 
measure algebra isomorphism (by such isomorphisms, we always 
mean the measure to be carried across, as well as the algebraic 
structure). The general case is much more subtle, but can nevertheless 
be analyzed with some success. 
1.4. DEFINITION. Let (T, 99’) be as before, and Q? an ideal of a 
( i.e., G? is closed under finite union, and if A E OZ and B E .@ then 
A n B E a) which generates .9? as a o algebra. By a decomposable 
process X on G! we will mean a stochastic process {X, : A E LZ} on 
a probability space (Q, 9, P) as before, satisfying 
(1)‘. If A, ,..., A, are disjoint, then XA1 ,..., XAn are independent; 
(2)‘. If A, , A, ,... have disjoint union A, then X, = xi XAi with 
probability one. 
It will turn out to be necessary to let X, have its values in more 
general topological vector spaces than the reals. We will mainly 
consider the case where the values lie in a separable Hilbert space H; 
such an X will be called H-valued. Convergence in (2)’ is relative 
to the norm topology in H. It is worth noting that convergence in 
probability already implies convergence with probability one, because 
of independence, and that even the assumption of weak convergence 
in probability, i.e., of expressions like xi (X,( , v), ZI E H, will already 
imply that X differs by a trivial decomposable process (see below) 
from one which satisfies (2)‘. Substitution of this weaker form of 
convergence for (2)’ will give what will be called a w-decomposable 
process. 
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1.5. DEFINITION. A decomposable process X is called triz&zZ if 
each X, is constant with probability one. 
Examples of decomposable processes 
DISCRETE CASE. T countable, J?J all subsets, GZ all Jinite subsets, 
{f t : t E T} a set of independent random variables, X, = CtsA & . 
1.6. WHITE NOISE. T = [0, co), 33’ all Bore1 subsets, a all 
bounded Bore1 subsets, {X, : A E a> a real-valued Gaussian process 
with mean zero and covariance E{XA1XA2} = h(A, n A,), A being 
Lebesgue measure. 
1.7. CLASSICAL POISSON PROCESS. T, g:, GZ as above: Then there is 
an essentially unique decomposable process such that each X, is a 
Poissonian random variable with prob{X, = a> = e-A(A)h(A)“/n!, 
n > 0. 
1.8. DEFINITION. Let @ be a factored probability space indexed 
by g. A decomposable process X on GY C 23 will be called @- 
measurable if X, is measurable with respect to %B whenever A C B. 
In the discrete case, given a factored probability space, there 
always exists a @-measurable decomposable process X such that %B 
is the smallest 0 field for which all X, , A C B, are measurable, and 
containing the sets of probability zero. The situation for general 
factored measure spaces is more complicated, as will be seen. 
1.9. PROBLEM. Does every factored probability space 0 possess a 
nontrivial @-measurable decomposable process ? More strongly: Is 
every factored probability space Zinearixable in the sense of the 
following definition ? This is as yet unknown. 
1.10. DEFINITION. Say @ is linearixable if for each B E 9, S$ is 
generated up to sets of probability zero by random variables of the 
form X,, where X is a @-measurable decomposable process on 
someCYC3and AELZ. 
1 .ll. Remark. If H 3 K, F is the projection: H + K, and X is 
an H-valued decomposable process, then A t+ F(X,) is a K-valued 
decomposable process. Thus any linearizable 0 is generated by 
one-dimensional decomposable processes. 
We will deal exclusively with linearizable @, classifying them up 
to isomorphism, and will also describe all @measurable decomposable 
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processes. The methods rely heavily on the known structure and 
convergence theorems for infinitely divisible random variables, as 
discussed by Parthasarathy [I I], and on known theorems on 
equivalence of measures induced by Gaussian and mixed 
Poissonian processes on the line, as discussed by Gikhman and 
Skorokhod [5]. 
A special but important case of one of the present results, although 
in a somewhat weaker form than we state it, was already obtained 
by Shale and Stinespring [12], and in fact their paper was one of 
the things which motivated this investigation. Specifically: If X is 
white noise, and Y is real-valued and @(X)-measurable, then 
y.4 = P(A) + JA g(W 4 where /3 is a signed measure on OZ and 
g is a locally Lebesgue-square-integrable function. More recently, 
but independently from the present work, they have obtained a 
similar result for the Poisson process [ 131. 
Given a decomposable process X on 02 C 9, one may associate with 
it a factored probability space @ indexed by 9?‘, by letting flB be the 
completion of the (T field generated by {X, : A E GZ, A C B}. It will 
turn out that every linearizable @ is a Q(X) for some X, and one 
can describe precisely what sort of X can give rise to a particular di. 
In particular, one can say for which pairs X, X’ the corresponding 
@p(X) and @(X’) are isomorphic. 
By spliting off a discrete component, one may, without much 
difficulty, both in the case of factored probability spaces and 
decomposable processes, reduce to the continuous case, as defined 
below. Therefore we shall proceed to consider mainly the continuous 
case. 
1.12. DEFINITION. A factored probability space @ is called 
continuous if, for each t E T, the u field +r) contains no sets of 
probability other than zero or one. A decomposable process X is 
called essentially continuous if each XI1) is constant with probability 
one, and continuous if each Xttj is zero. Note that an essentially 
continuous decomposable process differs from a continuous one by a 
trivial one. Both white noise and the classical Poisson process are 
continuous. 
1.13. THEOREM. @ is continuous if and only if every @-measurable 
decomposable process is essentially continuous. If X is essentially 
continuous, then Q(X) is continuous. 
Proof. Trivial. q 
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2. THE LEVY-KHINTCHINE FORMULA 
2.1. THEOREM. If X is an essentially continuous H-valued, w- 
decomposable process, then each X, is an injinitely divisible random 
variable. 
Proof. Let (Sz, 9, P) be the probability space of X, let X’ be a 
stochastically equivalent process on (Sz’, %‘, P’), and let Y be defined 
on (Q x Sz’, 9 x 9’, P x P’) by Y,(w, w’) = X,(w) - X,‘(w’). 
Then Y, is, for each A E CZ, a symmetrically distributed random 
variable. Furthermore, (u, YA) = xT=i (u, YAi) in probability for each 
u E H and disjoint sets Aj with union A E a, and Ytl) = 0 for each 
A E T. Applying Ref. [S, Theorem 4.11, it follows that in fact 
Y, = &. YAj in norm, with probability one. Now since 13 1 A is a 
standard Bore1 space, there exists a sequence of partitions of A, 
{Ajl ,.,,, j, : each j, = 0 or I}, n = 0, l,..., with A = A, u A, , and 
A$ ,..., in = A& ,..., i,,o ” 4 
with RI Ajl,...,in 
. ~: . . . . j,,i , all sets in sight being in a, and 
contammg at most one point for any choice of 
jl , j, ,... . We now claim that the system (11 Y,, ,,, , II}, n = 1, 2 ,..., 
is uniformly infinitesimal. For suppose there exists’ “some 6 > 0 and 
increasing infinite sequence of integers ni , and jii,..., jk, such that, 
setting Ai = Ailf,...,i:i , one has (P x P’)({lj YAi 11 > S]) > 6. For any 
pair i < i’, either Ai n Ai’ = IZ( or Ai 3 Ai’. Consequently either 
(i) There exist infinitely many disjoint Ai, 
or 
(ii) There exists an infinite decreasing sequence of Ai. 
By relabeling the ni , one may assume that the subsequence in (i) or (ii) 
is all the positive integers. Now in case (i), let A” = UT=, Ai. Since 
each Ai C A, we have A” E a, and Y,, = ~~=, YAi in norm a.e., 
so that jl Y,d 11  0, contradicting the assumption. 
In case (ii), note that A” = ((JF-, Ai n (Ai+l)c) n B, , where 
B, = n;=“=n Ai. N ow B, is at most one point, so Ys = 0 a.e., and 
YAn = fin ( YAI - Y,*+,). YA” is thus the tail of “a series which 
converges to Y*I , so II Y,, II 1 0 a.e., arriving at the same contradiction. 
Thus the YA. *. 5 , n = 1, 2,... are uniformly infinitesimal. An 
equivalent way zf ilying this is as follows. Set 
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Then the condition of uniform infinitesimalness becomes 
I 77&...,in4P x P’> -+ 0 as n-+co, 
uniformly in j, ,..., j, . Apply Fubini’s theorem: For given j, ,..,, j, 
there is some w;~,...,~~ such that 
Set cjl ,..., j, = XL. 31.....i, (w;, ,..., j,). Then setting 
‘5, ,.... j, = 
II XAj, ,...( jn - Gil . . . . . j, II 
1 + /, x,$ 
1....,& - Cil,...,j, II ’ 
gives S 5jl,...,j, dp -+ 0 as n + a, uniformly in j, ,..., j, . In short, 
the system w.4. ‘l....*jn - Ci,,...,iJ is uniformly infinitesimal in norm. 
Applying Ref. [ll, Corollary 6.11, together with the fact that the 
infinitely divisible H-valued random variables are closed under 
almost sure norm convergence, it may be concluded that X, is 
infinitely divisible. 0 
Here is a paraphrasal of Parthasarathy, Ref. [ll, Theorem 4.101. 
2.2. THEOREM. Let t be an H-valued in$nitely divisible random 
variable. Then the characteristic function u i--t E(ei(uJ)} has a repre- 
sentation of the following form: 
log E(ei(u*o} = i(a, , 4 - HG4 4 + jH 44 4 nb(dx), 
where LYE  H, C, is a symmetric nonnegative trace-class operator on H, 
and II, is a Borel measure on H satisfying 17,((O)) = 0 and 
I 
II x II2 
H 1 + II x II2 
II&x) < co. 
k is the$xed integral kernel h(u, x) = (ei(uJ) - 1 - i(u, x))/( 1 + (/ x II”). 
a0 , C, , and 17, are uniquely determined by 5, and any such 01,,  C, , I7,, 
come from some infinitely divisible random variable. 
The following fact will also be needed. See also Davies and 
Lewis [l]. 
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2.3. THEOREM. Let (R, 92) and (S, 9’) be standard Bore1 spaces, 
and let M(A, B) be a nonnegative real number for each A E .c?# and 
B E 9. Assume M(A, *) and M(*, B) are countably additive measures 
for each A E ~32 and B E 9. Then there exists a (unique) measure p on the 
product u field k%? x Y on R x S satisfying p(A x B) = M(A, B). 
Proof. M(-, B) < M(-, S) for each B E J%‘, so there exists an 
L&?-measurable function P)~ , 0 < P)~ < 1, such that M(A, B) = 
L ~49 Wdr, S) f or each A E 9. P)~ is uniquely determined M(*, S) 
a.e. Now since (S, 9) is standard, one may take S to be a compact 
metric totally disconnected space, with Y all Bore1 subsets. So 
there exists an increasing sequence of finite rings 9% of subsets of S 
which are both closed and open, such that the union YW of the Y?“,, 
generates 9. Any finite, finitely additive nonnegative measure on Ym 
will then extend (uniquely) to a measure on Y. For if B, E L?Y and 
B, J %, then since each B, is compact, some B, already is empty, 
so that any finitely additive measure on Ym is actually countably 
additive, and by the Hahn extension theorem extends uniquely to 
a measure on Y. 
Now if B, ,..., B, are disjoint sets in 9, with union B, then 
P)B1 + **a + P)~, is 9?-measurable, and 
so P)Bl(9 + *.* + P)~,(T) = yB(r) for M(*, S) a.e. r. Since finite 
additivity on 9YW involves only countably many such equations, it 
follows that there is a fixed set A, E 9 with M(A, , S) = 0 and 
such that B i-t P)~(T) is finitely additive on Ya for r $ A,, . Set 
p?(B) = yB(r) for B E 9, and r E AOC, pCLr(B) = 0 for Y E A, . Each 
,ur extends uniquely to a measure on 9, which we still call pr. 
Furthermore, {B : Y t+ p?(B) is 9?-measurable} contains Ym and is 
closed under complementation and monotone limits, hence includes 
9, and, for given A EL%?‘, JA p?(B) M(dr, S) = M(A, B) for all 
B E 9& , consequently for all B E 9. 
Now for any C E 9 x 9, set C, = C n ({r} x S). The function 
r t--+ pr(C,.) is, we claim, s-measurable. For let V = (C : r + pr(C,) 
is 9?-measurable}. This contains all finite unions of rectangles A x B, 
A E 9, B E 9, and is closed under complementation and monotone 
limits. So it includes 9 x Y. Then TV may be defined on C by 
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p(C) = J’I-L,.(~,.) Wdr, S), and CL@ x B) = J’&(A x B)J M(dr, S> = 
JR P?@) M(dr, S) = Jw4 B). 0 
2.4. Remark. The assumption that (R, 9) and (S, 9) are standard 
Bore1 spaces is actually necessary, or at least something like it is. 
Counterexamples exist with 9, Y countably generated. 
Now it is possible to give a “process” version of the Levy- 
Khintchine formula, in the form which will be needed here. 
2.5. THEOREM. Let X be an H-valued, w-decomposable process on 6! 
such that each X, is infinitely divisible. Then there exist 
(a) A weakly countably additive H-valued measure 01 on GZ; 
(b) A measure C on GZ whose values are symmetric, nonnegative, 
trace-class operators on H, and which is countably additive in the 
trace-class norm; and 
(c) An extended nonnegative real-valued measure I7 on .!I% x 9(H) 
satisfying II(T x (0)) = 0 and JH I/ x 11”/(1 + 11 x 11”) I7(A x dx) < GO 
for each A E GF?, such that 
cy, C, and IT are uniquely determined by X, and any 01, C, and I7 
satisfring (I), (2), (3) come from some such X. 
Proof. This is a straightforward application of known convergence 
theorems. Again let us use the technique of symmetrization. Let X 
be given as above, let X’ be stochastically equivalent to X, and let 
YA(w, w’) = X,(o) - Xa’(w’). Let a(A), C(A), and 17, be the param- 
eters arising in the Levy-Khintchine formula for E(ei(U,xa)}. Then 
E(,+U.YA) } = / E{ei(UJA)}l*, so the parameters of YA are easily 
seen to be 0, 2C(A), and the measure 0, given by O,(dx) = 
17,(dx) + 17,(-dx). N ow Y is a w-decomposable process, hence 
decomposable, since it is symmetric (again applying Ref. [l]). Let 
A,3 A,3 *es and nj”=, Aj = ,@. Then YAj -+ 0 with probability one. 
So, for any bounded continuous f : H -+ reals, E(f(Y,,)) *f(O). 
Then, from Ref. [l, Theorem 5.11, one immediately deduces 
(1) Tr(CAj) 10; 
(2) @&w L 0 f or all E > 0, where S, is the E sphere in H. 
Therefore also 17,1(Sc) J 0 f or all E > 0. Now for any u E H, 
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(u, XAf) --+ 0 in probability. So E(ei’UJ4} -+ 0. But (C(A&, U) 1 0, 
from (I). Furthermore, 
Now 1 K(u, x)1 = 1 eitUpz) - 1 - ;(u, x)/(1 + /I x 112)1, which can be 
made arbitrarily small on S, by choosing E small, since u is fixed. 
So JH K(u, x) nAj(&) -+ 0. Consequently (cu(A,), U) -+ 0 for each 
u E H. Combining this with the obvious finite additivity of a(A), 
C(A), and UA as functions of A, gives the properties described in 
(a) and (b) for 01 and C. 
As for the function A tt 17, , choose A, E CI with U,“=, A, = T. 
Now apply Theorem 2.3 with 9J = (I 1 A, , Y = a(H) I Sq,, , 
and M(A, B) = 17,(B). Thus, there is a measure II, on 
6~ I A, x g’(H) I Si,, satisfying IT,(A, B) = 17,(B). The IIn are con- 
sistent, so they extend to a measure 17 on 9 x g(H) [ {O)“, which 
extends to &? x &Y(H) by setting I’I(T x (0)) = 0. Now for 
A E U, GI I A,, L7(A x dx) = I7 (dx) on U, 39(H) I Sq,, , and both 
give measure 0 to (0). Thus they agree on &f(H). Similarly, they agree 
for all A E CZ. So (c) is satisfied, since s II x ]I”/(1 + 11 x 11”) 17,(&c) < CO 
for all A E a, and furthermore I7(A x dx) may be substituted for 
II, in the Levy-Khintchine formula for log E{ei(“JA)}. 
The uniqueness of 01, C, and I7 follow from the uniqueness of the 
Levy-Khintchine parameters for the single random variable X,, . 
Finally, given 01, C, and 17 satisfying (a), (b), and (c), it must be 
shown that there exists a corresponding w-decomposable X on GZ 
with each X, infinitely divisible and having a(A), C(A), and 
17(A x dx) as its Levy-Khintchine parameters. 
An application of the Kolmogorov existence theorem shows that 
there exists an H-valued process {X, : A E @} whose probability space 
is the product space H”, such that X+,..., XAn are independent for 
disjoint A, ,..., A, and such that log E{eZ(U*XA)} has the required form. 
We wish to show that X satisfies the appropriate additivity condition, 
and that L,(P) is separable. First, the fact that XA, + ... + XA, = X, 
a.e. for A = Ur=, A, with disjoint Ai is clear, because of the form of 
the characteristic functional. Next, if A, 1 1z1, then a(A,) + 0 
weakly in H, Tr C(A,) 4 0, and 
so, by Ref. [I, Theorem 5.51, XA, - &(A,) -+ 0 in probability. So 
vLn 9 U) -+ 0 in probability for each u E H. This, together with finite 
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additivity, shows that X has the proper countable additivity properties, 
and furthermore, choosing a countable generating family a0 C Gl? 
yields that the probability space on which X is defined is separable. 0 
2.6. DEFINITION. 01 will be called the centering of X, C the Gaussian 
variance of X, and IT the Levy-Khintchine measure of X. 
2.7. COROLLARY. A w-decomposable process X taking on infinitely 
divisible values is the sum of a decomposable process and a trivial 
w-decomposable process; in fact, X - LY is decomposable, where 01 is the 
centering of X. 
2.8. COROLLARY. An essentially continuous w-decomposable process 
X is the sum of a continuous decomposable process and a trivial w- 
decomposable process; in fact, X - 01 is a continuous decomposable 
process, where 01 is the centering of X. 
2.9. COROLLARY. A decomposable process X is essentially continuous 
zf and only if both C((t}) and 17((t) x H) are 0 for all t E T; it will be 
continuous tf and only if, in addition, ol((t}) = 0 for all t E T. Here 01 is 
the centering, C the Gaussian variance, and II the Levy-Khintchine 
measure of X. 
3. STOCHASTIC INTEGRALS 
There is a corresponding representation of the process itself, the 
Levy-It0 theorem, and an infinite-dimensional version of this theorem 
will be needed. Since stochastic integrals intervene, even in the 
finite-dimensional case, the next step will be to discuss the appropriate 
sort of stochastic integral. 
3.1. DEFINITION. A Poisson process X on rY is a real-valued 
decomposable process on GZ such that each X, is a Poisson random 
variable, i.e., log E(eiUXA} = ,u(A)(eiU - 1). p is then a measure on G& 
and the Levy-Khintchine parameters of X are B(A) = -$(A), 
C(A) = 0, I7(dt x dx) = p(dt) 6,(dx). Note that also p(A) = 
WL) = E{l X, - ,4A)12h 
3.2. THEOREM. Let X be a Poisson process with mean EL. For f 
measurable, T -+ K, let df) = JTIlf (t)ll”/lJ + Ilf(t)l121 P(W Let 
s={f:p(f)< >, d tJid 00 i en i e modulo TV null functions. (Note that .Y 
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is complete in the p metric.) Then there is a map I : Y --t K-valued 
random variables, satisfying 
(1) I(Cj”=l 1 Ajaj) = Cj”=, (X, jaj - +/(l + II aj II”) p(Aj)) (where 
1, j is the indicator of the set Aj , and the ai are in K); 
(2) If p( f, - f) --+ 0, then I( fn) --t I(f) in norm, in probability; 
(3) If there are constants c, E K such that I(fn) + c, norm- 
converges in probability to some random variable, then fn + some f in 
the p metric; 
(4) I(af + bg) d;fSeers from aI( f) + bI( g) by a constant; 
(5) I(f) is a mixed Poisson random variable with Levy-Khintchine 
measure A b p 0 f -l(A n (0)“) and centering 0. 
Furthermore, (1) and (2) completely determine I. 
Proof. If f is a step function, define I(f) by (1). 
If f, is a sequence of step functions which converge in the p metric 
tof, then P(fn -At> --f 0, so by Ref. [I, Theorem 5.51, the distribution 
of I(fn - fJ converges to the point mass at 0, which means 
I( f, - fm) + 0 in probability. Set I( f,) - I( f,) - I( fn - f,) = c, ,nL ;
it is easy to check that this is a constant for each n, m. SO 
I(fn) - I(fm) + c?L,rn ---t 0 in probability. Now choose a subsequence 
nl , n2 ,... ascending so rapidly that CLII(fn,) - I(f,,+,) + tnj,nj+, 
converges in probability. The k-th partial sum of this series is 
I(fn,> + 4 7 where 4 = cnl,, + ... + G+,~~+~ . Then I(fn,) + dk 
norm-converges in probability’to a random variable c. Then by 
Ref. [l 1, Theorems 4.1 and 5.51, the d, must converge. So I( f,,) 
converges to some 7. Since the nk were just any sufficiently rapidly 
growing subsequence, it follows that any subsequence of the I(f,) 
has a subsequence converging to one and the same 7, and it follows 
that I(f,) - r) ( norm-convergence in probability). 
If fj and gj are two sequences of step functions satisfying p(fi -f) 
and p( gi -f) --f 0, set hi = fi if j is even, gj if j is odd. Then I(hi) 
converges, by the discussion of the previous paragraph, so I(fi) and 
I( gi) have the same limit. Thus I(f) is unambiguously defined as 
liq,, I(fj), where fi is any sequence of functions satisfying 
p(fj -f) + 0. This is clearly the only definition which will satisfy 
(1) and (2). Since (4) holds for step functions, it holds for all of F, 
by taking limits. (2) and (5) are clear from Ref. [l 1, Theorems 4.4 
and 4.51. 
It remains to show (3). If I(f,J + c, - 5, then the distribution 
of I(f,) converges to that of [, so by Ref. [ll, Theorems 4.1 and 5.51, 
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the c, converge. So I(fJ converges to an infinitely divisible random 
variable 7. Thus I(f,) - I(f,) -+ 0. So l(fn - fm) - c,,, --+ 0 as 
n, m --t co. Then by Ref. [II, Theorem 5.51, I(f, -f,) + 0 and 
c,,, -+ 0. So by the same theorem, p(f, -f,) + 0 and f, + some 
f~ F, in the p metric. 0 
The following corollary could also have been proven directly: 
3.3. COROLLARY. Let fj and gj be sequences of step functions in 7 
satisfying p(fj - f) -+ 0 and p( gj -f) + 0. Then 
Proof. The expression inside {..e} is precisely I(fi - gi) 
- V(fj> - (gj)), which f o course converges to zero in norm, by 
Theorem 3.2. 0 
3.4. DEFINITION. A natural notation for I(f) is 
this has the proper interpretation for step functions, in view of (1) 
of Theorem 3.2. 
3.5. Remark. It might appear more natural to attempt to extend 
the linear map which assigns to the step function x7=, lAfaj the 
random variable Cj”=, X,,aj . But this simply doesn’t work in general: 
A “shift” by Cj”=, aJ(l + 11 aj 11”) p(AJ is needed to insure continuity 
of the map f t+ I(f) on step functions, and thus make possible the 
extension to all of F. However, if ST 11 f II/(1 + 11 f 11”) dp happens to 
be finite, then JTf(t)/[l + 11 f (t)l12] p(dt) exists, and consequently 
Theorem 3.2 may be reformulated in the above simpler manner. 
3.6. Remark. Now let (T, &?) and (S, %7) be two standard Bore1 
spaces, p a u-finite measure on .4? X 59, 
ao= {AOCs?l x %?:p(AO) < co>, 
and X a Poisson process on 6Y”. Let &, be the completed u field 
generated by {XAO : A0 C B x S}. Then {FB : B E g} give rise to a 
factored probability space; call it 0. Let f be a measurable function: 
T x S ---t Hilbert space K, and let 
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Let r,(t, S) = (t,f(t, s)). Then a is a generating ideal in a, and the 
formula YA = J,,&(t, s){Xd,xd, - l/[l +f(t, s)~] ~(dt X A)) gives 
a K-valued, @-measurable mixed Poissonian decomposable process Y 
on G7 with centering 0 and Levy-Khintchine measure l(Tx{ojC)~ 0 I’;‘. 
It will be shown in the next section that all continuous mixed 
Poissonian decomposable processes arise in this manner. 
4. THE LEVY-ITO THEOREM 
Now an infinite-dimensional version of the Levy-It0 theorem 
will be proven. 
4.1. THEOREM. Let X be a continuous H-valued decomposable 
process on 6Z. Then there exist @(X)-measurable decomposable processes 
Y and 2, independent of each other, with Y Gaussian having mean zero, 
and Z mixed Poissonian, such that X = Y + 2. Thus, if (Y, C, and 17 are 
the Levy-Khintchine parameters of X, one has log E{ei(u,YA)} = 
- i( C(A)u, u) and log E{e i(“,zA)} = i(ol(A), u) + JH k(u, x) 17(A x dx). 
Furthermore, there exists a Poisson process A0 t+ v(AO) deJined on 
(A0 E 98 x S?(H) : II < a} with E(v(AO)} = II( such that if 
A0 E Of0 and A0 C B x H, B E a’, then v(AO) is FB(X)-measurable, 
and such that 
2, = j,,, L(t) I@ x 4 ' x - 1 + 11 lA(t) x 112 n(dt x dx) I 
=s If x I 44 x 4 - 1 + 1 j, x ,,2 H(A x 3 I * 
Y, , 2, , and v(AO), A E GZ and A0 E 6Z”, are uniquely determined with 
probability one. 
4.2. Remark. The stochastic integral is well-defined, since 
I 
II 1&) x II2 
TXH 1 + II 1AW x II2 
n(dt x dx) = s,,, 1 ” x ‘I2 
+ II x II2 
17(dt x dx) 
I 
II x II2 
= H lfllxi12 17(A x dx) < 00 
for all A E OZ. 
4.3. DEFINITION. v will be called the Levy-It0 process of X. 
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Proof of Theorem. The finite-dimensional case is classical; see 
Loeve, Ref. [9, Section 37, D]. Here T is an interval and the integral 
is pathwise, but the former reduction is immediate, and it is not 
difficult to see that the pathwise integral may be regarded as a limit 
in probability of step-function integrals. See also Gikhman and 
Skorokhod, Ref. [4, Section 151, and Ref. [5, Section 7.21. The 
problem will be to go from here to the infinite-dimensional case. 
Let H,CH,C*.* be finite-dimensional subspaces of H whose 
union is dense. Let H,,, = H, 0 H, for n > m. Let P,,, (respec- 
tively, P,,,R) be the orthogonal projection: H + H,,, (respectively: 
H, -+ H,,). Let X, = P, o X, which may be regarded either as an 
H-valued decomposable process or an H-valued process for any 
n >, m. Write log E{ei(“Ja)} as 
(4% 4 - 4(W) u, 4 + j 4% 4 JqA x dx). H 
Without loss of generality, 01 may be assumed zero. Now 
log ~{e~(a+4)} = log ~{ee?M4)} 
= -gC(A) P&l, P&d) + j K(P,u, x) IqA x fix) 
II 
Writing 
= -$(P,C(A) P,u, u) + j k(P,u, x) IT(A x dx). 
H 
one gets 
+4 pm4 II PTn’x /I2 
k(pmu9 x, = k(uf x) + (1 + Ij x 11”)(1 + jl P,x II”)’ 
Now 
II pmx II Prn”x II2 (1 + II x ll”)U + II PnP II”> /I II pmx II II pm”x /I2 = (1 + II x IIW + II PnLx II”) 
e (1 ii-K! ,,“) (1 $I’: l,“) G 
II x II2 
1 + II x II2 
and converges pointwise to zero. Thus 
s I/ p,x II PWLX II2 H (1 + II x ll”)(l + II pmx II”) n(A x dx) < co II 
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for each A E a, so the H-valued integral 
s pmx II PnLx /I2 H (1 + II x ll”N + II pmx II”> n(A x dx) 
exists, call it a,(A), and 
I H k(P,u, x) I&4 x dx) = j, k(u, P,x) IqA x dx) + i(a,(A), 24). 
Set 
H&4 x dx’ x dx”) = lIO+x’) I&4 x dx’ x HmL) 6,(x”). 
Then IIr,, is a Bore1 measure on H, D,,(T x (01) = 0, and 
s ” ’ Ii2 x 1 + II x II2 H,(A x dx) = s,, 1 y,; f, l,2 l&x’) I+4 x dx’ x Hi) 
=I 
II x’ II2 
HmxH,I 1+ j, x’ 112 l{O)dX’) H(A xdx’ xdx”) 
< I II x’ II2 + II x# II2 HmXHk 1 + 11 x’ 112 + I/ XN 112 W4 x dx’ x dx”) 
=.I 
II x II2 
H 1 + 11 x lIZIT@ x dx). 
Thus, I&, is a suitable measure to use in a Levy-Khintchine repre- 
sentation on H. Furthermore, 
jH k(u, x) II,,&4 x dx) = s,, k(u, x’) l&x’) II(A x dx’ x 23:) 
=.r H,X& 
k(u, x’) I~,l,(x’) H(A x dx’ x dx”) 
=s H 
K(u, Pmx) l&Pmx) I$4 x dx). 
Since k(u, P,x) vanishes when P,x = 0, one may omit lr,,lG(Pmx), 
and get JH k(u, P,x) 17(A x dx). 
Then setting C,(A) = P,C(A)P, , one has 
log E(e z(“,x~,a)} = i&&4), u) - &(C,(A) u, u) + jH K(u, x) I&@ x dx). 
Thus am , Cm , and 17,, are the Levy-Khintchine parameters of X, . 
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Now since each X, may be regarded as taking its values in H, , 
X, may be written in the form Y, + 2, , where Y, is Gaussian, 
mean zero, with Z, mixed Poissonian, and Y, , Z, are independent. 
But also, if n > m, P,,%X, = P,Y, + P,Z, . P,,Y, is again 
Gaussian with mean zero, as may be seen by looking at the formula 
for log E{ei(u~P~Y~.~)}, h’l w 1 e a similar argument shows that P,,Z, is 
again mixed Poissonian. So, by the uniqueness of the decomposition, 
pmnyn = ym and PnL,Jn = ZnL ’ 
Now 
Y 9l.A - Ym,A = Yn,A - Pm,nYn.A * 
Thus, if {uj} is a basis for Hm,lIL , one gets 
Eiil Yn.A - Ym.A iI”> = c E{i(“~ 7 yn,A)i”~ = c cCIA) % 9 %)* 
j j 
This is precisely Tr((P, - P1,) C(A)(P, - Pm)). But since 
Tr(C(A)) < 00, it follows that 
E{ll Yn,A - y?n. II”> - 0 as n, m-t co, 
Consequently, Y,,A ---f some YA , and Y is a continuous Gaussian 
decomposable process with mean 0 and covariance C. 
Since PnYA = Y,,A is independent of the random variable 
Z n.A’ - - x,,,, - Yn,A* = P,(X,, - YA,) 
for all n, it follows that YA is independent of X,8 - YA/ for all A, 
A’ E a. Let Z = X - Y. Then independence of Y and Z implies that 
log ~{e~(w) - > - 1, qu, 4 n(A x 4, 
so Z is mixed Poissonian. 
The next step is to find a Levy-It0 process for Z. Write 
log E(ei(u*z+J} 
= q%(A), u> + 1 qu, x) an(A x dx) H 
= i(a,(A), 24) + 1 k(u, Pmx) LqA x dx) 
H 
= i(cY&4), 24) + s, (ei(“-) - 1 - 1 $>;;,12) n&4 x dx) 
= i(a,(A), u) + s,_ (ei(u~g’) - 1 - 1 $,;! 1,2) I&4 x dx’ x ILL). 
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Thus, if 2, is regarded as taking its values in H, , then its Levy- 
Khintchine measure on 93 x B(H,) is given by 
f?,,&4 x dx’) = l~,~,(x’) 17(A x dx’ x H$). 
Now Z, has a Levy-It0 process on T x H, associated with it, 
which will be called F~ . Thus, fim is defined on 
(A0 c L&9 x SqH,) : I7&40) < co} = am ) 
cm is a Poisson process on a, , with 6,(A”) being Fj(Z,)-measurable 
whenever A0 C T x B, and 
E&&40)} = H&.40). 
The following relation holds among the nna : If n > m, then 
n&4 x dx’) = l{,),(x’) n&4 x dx’ x H,,,). 
This is shown by the following computation: 
l~,~c(x’)iila(A x dx’ x f&z,,) 
= l~,~,(x’) s,, m l~~o,o~~c(x’, x”) J&4 x dx’ x dx” x H;). 
Since 
this becomes 
1{,)C(X’) ~{(O,O))~W x”> = l{O)CW, 
l@)W j I$4 x dx’ x dx” x H,:) 
H?L,m 
= Iioj,(x’) I&4 x dx’ x H,,,,m x H,1) 
= l{,),(x’) Z+4 x dx’ x H,I) = fim(dx’). 
The uniqueness of the fim gives rise to a similar relation, 
i&&4 x dx’) = l~,,o(x’) c&4 x dx’ x H,,,) for n 3 m. 
In fact, write 
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Now from the definition of a:,(A), 
P,n,,~,(A) = Pm s H 
p,x (1 ‘y$J,,2,44 x w 
= 
s 
II Pn’x II2 
H pwlx 1 + 11 pnx 112 flu x w 
i 
II Pm’x II2 z.=z 
PWP 
H 1 + II P,x 112 n(A x dx) 
+p4 1 +,,lpmxl12 - l 1 + II p,x II2 ptAxdx) 
= 44 + An.n(4 
where pflL,,(A) is the term on the right. ,f3m,n(A) may be rewritten as 
s,, ( 
PnLx 
1 1 
1 + II pnmx II2 - 1 + II x II2 1 n,JA x dx). 
As for 
this may be written 
I I x’ c&d 1 fin(A x dx’ x Hnm) Hm x dx’ x f&mn) - 1 + I, x) l/2 I 
s I x’ 
1 
’ = 
Hln 1 + II pmnx II2 - 1 +llxl12 
fln(A x dx)l 
= 
I I 
x’ &(A 
1 
TB,mW. 
x dx’ x Km) - 1 + ,/ xr l,2 nn(A x dx’ x H,,) 
I 
Thus, 
z, = a,(A) + s, x’ /c,(A x dx’ x f&J - 1 + if xt ll2 fln(A X dx’ X Hmn) 1. 
Putting lr,,IC(x’) in has no effect, so one has 
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But l{OY(x’) ?,(dt x dx’ x H,,) is a Poisson process on Gyro, and 
E{ltol,(x’) Ij?2(dt x dx’ x H,,)} is easily calculated to be ffm(dt x dx’). 
Consequently, by the uniqueness part of the finite-dimensional 
Levy-It0 theorem, 
l~,~,(x’) 3&t x dx’ x H,,) = 3,(dt x dx’). 
The next step is to transfer the firn to 9 x a(H), via the definition 
&(AO) = Cm(AO n (T x H,)). 
This is done initially for sets A x B, where A E Q? and B is a 
set in 93(H) which is the inverse image via Pi of a set in some 
Hi , and which also does not contain 0. Now u,JA x B) is 
vm(A x (B n K)). W e claim that v,,(A x B) converges with 
probability one; in fact, that 
E(I u&l x B) - v&l x B)l2)-+0. 
First, E{v,(A x B)} = 17,(A x B), and since X,, + X in norm, 
17,(A x B) -+ Il(A x B) (Ref. [I, Theorem 5.51). It remains to 
show, setting Go = vm - II,, , that 
E{I v&4 x B) - C,(A x B)j2} -+ 0. 
Split into three terms, 
E{I F,(A x B)12} - 2.73{+4 x B) &(A x B)} + E{l &(A x B)12}. 
Now ,??(I c,(A x B)12} = IIn(A x B), and E(I ;,(A x B)j2} = 
nm(A x B). As for the remaining terms, if n > m, 
3,(A x B) = v&4 x B) - n&4 x B) 
= c&4 x (B n 23,)) -l&&4 x (B n H,)) 
= ;,(A x (B n f&J x H,,,) - Pf,(A x (B n H,‘) x fL,h 
where 
H,’ = {x E H, : x # O}. 
Continuing in this manner finally gives 
v,(A x (B n H,‘) x Hk). 
SO 
,!+,(A x B) v&4 x B)) = E(;,(A x B) &(A x (B n H,‘) x Hi)> 
= H&4 x (B n ((II n H,‘) x Hi)). 
Now B avoids a neighborhood of 0 in some Hi, hence in all H, 
for m>j. So BnH,‘= B n H, for m sufficiently large, and 
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furthermore (B n H,) x HA = B for m > j. So the last expression 
is just 17,(/I x B). Therefore 
E{I ?,(A x B) - &(A x B)lz} = &(A x B) - 217,(A x B) + LQA x B) 
for m > j, which -+ 0 as rl, m + cg. Thus v, converges to some V. 
Now define 
fi=~-II=lirn17, n-fm 
on sets of the form A x B, as described above. Let G!!l be the algebra 
of sets generated by such A x B. Then 
GP C a0 = {A0 : II < a}. 
Furthermore, usingAhe metric d(AO, B”) = Il(AOdBO) to make CplO 
&to a metric space GI”, A’ w C(A’) is a map from the subspace $ of 
GZ” generated by GZr, into L,(P), and 
E{I ;(A’) - G(B’)12} = E{l v(A’)12} - 2E{c(A’) v(S)} + E{j +?‘)12} 
= II - 2IqA’ n B’) + II(B) 
= II(A’dB’) = d(A’, B’), 
so A’ ++ c(A’) is uniformly continuous. Thus it extends to all of 3. 
Set v = i; + 17. Then v is clearly a Poisson process on a0 with 
E{v(A”)) = IIT( 
Finally, it is necessary to show that 
2, = s 1 x I 4A x 4 - H 1 + ,, x ,,2 WA x4 1 . 
To see this, it will suffice to show that 
z m,A = 
s I 
P,x v(A x dx) - ’ 
If 1 + II x II2 
17(A x dx)/ 
for all m. The right side may be rewritten as 
s f x’ I v(A x dx’ x dx”) - 1 1 + II x II2 I IqA x dx’ x dx”) %XH, 
= 
I x’ H,XH$ I 
44 
1 
x dx x dx”) - 1 + ,, x, ,,2 1 
17(A x dx’ x dx”) 
+ lff XHlX’ 11 + ; x’ (12 - 1 + (I x’ ,:a + 11 X” ,/2\ IT@ x dx’ x dx”) 
= &;;S x’ v(A x dx’ x f&J - 
Hen 
1 ’ 
1 + II x’ II2 
II(A x dx x H,,J . 
I 
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Now the equality, for x’ E H, , xn E HA, and n > m, 
v&l x dx’ x dx”) = l&x’) v&4 x dx’ x H;) &(dx”), 
implies that for x’ E H,, and x” E Hm-L, 
v,(A x dx’ x dx”) = l&x’) v(A x dx’ x F;) S,(dx”). 
Thus the right side becomes 
a,(A) + 1, x’ &(A x dx’ x dx”) - 1 + ; x, ,,2 &z(A X dx’ X dx”)), 
or equivalently, 
a,(~) + j- 
Hfn 
x’ /c&4 x dx’) - l + fi xt ,,z flrn(A X dx’)lp 
which is 2, A . 
Finally, uniqueness of Y, 2, and v follow in a straightforward 
manner by finite-dimensional projection, a now familiar technique. 0 
5. SEPARATION INTO GAUSSIAN AND POISSONIAN PARTS 
5.1. THEOREM. Let @ be a factored probability space, X’ and X” 
continuous @-measurable decomposable processes, X’ being Gaussian 
and x” being mixed Poissonian. Then X’ and x” are independent. 
Proof. The use of finite-dimensional projections easily reduces the 
problem to the case where the values are taken in a finite-dimensional 
Hilbert space, call it H. Let X, = X,’ + X2. Then X, has a 
representation of the form X, = YA + 2, , where Y is Gaussian 
with mean zero and 
Now assuming that x’ and x” are not both trivial, then continuity 
of X’ and X” implies that (T, ~3) has the Bore1 structure of the 
nonnegative real axis, and it may be further assumed that the bounded 
Bore1 subsets of the nonnegative reals are in O!. 
Next, one may choose separable versions of the processes Xt’ = 
x;O, t1 and XT = X[o,tl (see Loeve, Ref. [9]). v”( [tl , t,] x B) may now 
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be 
B, 
interpreted as the number of jumps of t w X!O,fl with increment in 
where v” is the Levy-It0 process of X”, while v([ti , t2] x B) has 
the same interpretation with respect to t t-t Xto,d . For details, see 
Ref. [4]. But t t-+ X&,, tl is with probability one a continuous function. 
Thus v” = V, and therefore 17” = IT, so 
and 
x” - aw zzz z - 01, x’+x”=x=Y+z, 
x’ = Y + z - X” = Y + 01 - cz. 
Since Y and 2 are independent, so are X’ and X”. 0 
5.2. Remark. In view of the last theorem, it is impossible for a 
sequence X, of continuous mixed Poissonian decomposable processes 
to converge to a nontrivial Gaussian one, X, in the sense that 
II XT&,, - X, /I + 0 in probability for each A. However, it is entirely 
possible for X,,, to converge to X, in law for each t, i.e., for the 
distribution of each X,,, to converge to that of X, . 
5.3. LEMMA. Let X be a mixed Poissonian decomposable process 
on Gl. Then there exists a sequence X, of @(X)-measurable processes 
on G! with 11 X,,, - X, /I --+ 0 in probability for each A E Ql and each 
-WI XT‘,, II”> < a* 
Proof. Let X have centering 0, for simplicity, with Levy- 
Khintchine measure 17 and Levy-It0 process v defined on OZ”. Let 
and 
v&40) = v ([(t, x) : ; < /I x II < n] n AO) 
Let 
I&&40) = I7 ([(t, x) : ; < II x I/ < n1 n AO). 
X n,A = 
Then X, - X,,, has centering 0 and Levy-Khintchine measure 
so xA - x,,A --t 0 in distribution, by Ref. [I, Theorem 5.51. So 
11 X, - X,,, II + 0 in probability. But 
11 x,,A II2 < (++ x H) + %(A x ff))2, 
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since l/n < 11 x 11 < n on the support of V~ and II, . So 
E{ll x72,, II”> < n2(17,(A x H) + 317,(A x H)2) < CfJ. 0 
5.4. LEMMA. A linear combination of continuous real-valued @- 
measurable Gaussian (mixed Poisson) decomposable processes on GZ is 
again Gaussian (mixed Poissonian). 
Proof. Scalar multiplication provides no problem. One is reduced 
then to considering the sum of two processes, call them X’ and X”. 
As before, assume that (T, g) is the nonnegative reals, and that 
all bounded sets are in a. Define t tt X1’ and t I+ X; as before, 
and again choose separable versions. Then in the Gaussian case, 
t I-+ X,’ and t I-+ Xi are continuous with probability one, so their 
sum is likewise. But X’ + X” is a decomposable process, so continuity 
of the path functions t w X,‘(W) + X;(o) implies x’ + X” is 
Gaussian. 
As for the Poissonian case, write X’ + X” = X = Y + Z, Y 
Gaussian with mean zero and Z mixed Poissonian. Let X,’ and X;l be 
a sequence of square-integrable approximants to X’ and X”, as 
constructed in the last lemma. Also write X,’ + Xz = Y, + 2, , 
Y, Gaussian with mean zero, Z, mixed Poissonian. Then 
KL4 - &XL)) + KL, - JVCLJ) - (GA - W-nA = Y’.A . 
Since X,‘, Xi , and Z, are mixed Poissonian, each is independent of 
Y n, by Theorem 5.1. So XA,, - E(Xk,,}, Xi,A - E(Xi A}, and 
z - E(Z, .} are orthogonal to Ylt,A - E{ Y,,a} = Yrr,A . Thus so 
isn&eir sum, ‘and Y, A ’ IS orthogonal to itself, hence zero. Therefore 
X,’ + Xi is independent of Y. Then X = x’ + X”, being approxi- 
mable by the X,’ + XL, is also independent of Y. But Y is @(X)- 
measurable, Therefore YA is constant for each A E a, but has mean 0 
and so is zero. Thus X is mixed Poissonian. cl 
5.5. COROLLARY. Let @ be a factored probability space. Let S’@ be 
the set of all O-measurable continuous Gaussian one-dimensional decom- 
posable processes, 9@ the Poissonian mes. Let us add by considering 
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X’ + X” as de$ned on the intersection of O!!’ and W’, where X’ and X” 
are respectively defined; clearly GI’ I-J GZ” is a generating ideal of 93 
if GZ’ and O!” are. Then 2J0 and .YO are closed under addition and scalar 
multiplication, tfQ n .?Y* = the signed measures on generating ideals 
of g’, g* + 90 = all @-measurable continuous one-dimensional 
processes, and 8, and gQ are independent of each other. 
5.6. DEFINITION. A linearizable factored probability space @ is 
called Gaussian (Poissonian) if all @-measurable decomposable 
processes are Gaussian (mixed Poissonian). 
5.7. Remark. It is not difficult to see that a Gaussian or Poissonian 
@ must be continuous. Furthermore, for a continuous factored 
probability space @, existence of sufficiently many Gaussian (mixed 
Poissonian) @-measurable decomposable processes to generate it 
will imply that it is Gaussian (Poissonian). 
5.8. DEFINITION. By the product @’ x @” of the factored proba- 
bility spaces @’ and @” indexed by a we will mean the completed 
product of the corresponding probability spaces, together with the 
system of completions of the u algebras {gE’ x 9; : B E g}. 
5.9. COROLLARY. Any continuous linearizable factored probability 
space @ is isomorphic to the product @’ x W of a Gaussian @’ and a 
Poissonian CD”. 
Proof. Let gQ, gQ be as in Corollary 5.5. Let &’ be the com- 
pleted (T algebra generated by {X,’ : A C B, X’ E gQ}, and .Yi that 
generated by (X: : A C B, X” E g@}. Let @’ be the factored proba- 
bility space whose u algebras are {FB’ : B E 331, with probability 
measure gotten by restricting that of P. Similarly define 0”. Note 
that Yi, and 7;” are independent for each B’, B” in 3?, and generate 
& . Then it is clear that the map fl’ x A” -+ fl’ n A” induces an 
isomorphism @’ x @” -+ @. 0 
This factorization makes it possible to reduce questions about 
continuous linearizable factored probability spaces to the Gaussian 
and Poissonian cases. 
6. THE POISSONIAN CASE 
6.1. THEOREM. Every Poissonian factored probability space is a 
Q(Z) for some real-valued @-measurable 2. 
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Proof. Since the probability space of @ is separable, there exists 
a sequence Xi , X, ,... of decomposable processes on generating 
ideals r3i , G& ,... C ~3, which generate 0; that is, each 9-a is generated 
bY Kb4 : A E a, , A C B, n = 1,2 ,... }. Without loss of generality it 
may be assumed that each X, is real-valued. The general plan will 
be first to combine the X, into a single infinite-dimensional generating 
Y for @, and then to transfer the Levy-It0 process of Y from 
T x Hilbert space to T x the real line, via an invertible map, and 
use the transformed Levy-It0 process to manufacture 2. 
Let rirj be the Levy-Khintchine measure of Xj, 
G?jo = (A0 c ia x s?(R) : II < co>, 
and vj the Levy-It0 process of Xj . 
The measures 17j are nonatomic, since each Xj is essentially 
continuous (because @ is Poissonian and therefore continuous). 
Thus there are disjoint sets JI,,~ E Ujo such that 
&%,j> < 1 and fi Aij = T x R. 
i=l 
It may further be assumed (by splitting up further if necessary) that 
each Ai,j C T x (n(i, j), n(i, j) + I] for some integer n(i, j). Let 
v&C) = v(C n Aij - n&j)), 
so 
E{v,(C)} = &(C) = Il(C n A, - n(i,j)). 
Then Dii( T x R) < 1, and flij has all its mass inside T x [0, 11. 
Set 
This stochastic integral is defined exactly like the earlier one involving 
a shift term, but since vii is so small and has such small support, 
the shift term may be omitted; or, looked at otherwise, one can define 
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since the last integral exists. X ij is a real-valued Poisson process 
with Levy-Khintchine measure nij and Levy-It0 process vii . So 
E{I X; I”} = E 11 Jo&B x dx) I21 < E{l vij(B x [O, 11)1”>, 
since everything in sight is nonnegative. But this is precisely 
l&p x [O, 11) + Q,(B x [O, 11>“, which is <2. 
Now let + be a one-one map from pairs of positive integers onto 
the integers, and set Yj = X+ -l(j). Finally, let H be a Hilbert space 
with a complete orthonormal system 
and set 
{ej :j = 1, 2,...}, 
This is well-defined, since 
So Y is an H-valued Poissonian decomposable process on 99. Let 
n be its Levy-Khintchine measure, v its Levy-It0 process. These are 
defined on an ideal in 99 x 3?(H) which contains, in particular, 
T x S: for any E > 0. 
Now a one-one Bore1 function g : H + R will be defined satisfying 
I&>l < IIXII f or all x E H. First choose a one-one Bore1 function 
g, from 
{x E H : 2” < 11 x 11 < 2n+1) onto (2+l, 2%], 
n = 0, fl, f2 ,... . 
SuchIa g, exists, since the Bore1 structures of all uncountable complete 
separable metric spaces are isomorphic. Now set 
g(O) = 0, g [{LX E H : 2” < [I x [] < 2*+l} = g, 
Then set 
f(4 4 = gw. 
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so 
I fk 41 G II x II and f(t, 0) = 0 for all t E T. 
Therefore 
s I f (t?x>l” TXH 1 + If(4 41” L7(dt x dx) < I,,, 1 ” x ‘I2 + II x II2 n(dt x dx) < co, 
and the formula 
gives a real-valued process whose Levy-It0 process is u 0 r;l. Since 
f is one-one and Borel, I’, is likewise. Each v(A”) is Q(Z)-measurable 
when A0 C B x H. So Y is Q(Z)-measurable, consequently each Yj is, 
so each vii(Ao) is O(Z) -measurable for A0 C B x H; thus each v,(A”) is 
Q(Z)-measurable for A0 C B x H, and each Xj is Q(Z)-measurable. 
Thus @ is generated by Z. 0 
6.2. LEMMA. Let (T, 5?) and (S, %) be standard Bore1 spaces, 
F a Bore1 function: T -+ S. Then there exists a one-one Bore1 map 
$ : T -+ I x S, where I is the unit interval, such that F = #, followed 
by projection on the second coordinate. 
Proof. Let I$ be a one-one Bore1 map: T -+ I. Then set $(x) = 
(4(x), @4)* 0 
6.3. LEMMA. Let (T, g) be a Bore1 space, and GZ a generating 
ideal of &?. Let X be a Poisson process defined on a, with E(XA} = p(A). 
Let P be a Bore1 function: (T, 49) -+ (S, %), and let To , T1 , T2 be 
in GZ with T1 , T, a partition of To and To = P-l(S,), So E V. Assume 
also p( To) > 0. Finally, assume that (1 T1~) o r-r - (1 .rep) o r-l 
in the sense of absolute continuity. Then .&(X) is not generated by 
{Xr-qc) : c E U}. 
Proof. By cutting down To, it may be assumed further that 
p(To) < co, and that 
d(lrJ4 o T--l 
d(l,*p) 0 P-1 = h 
is bounded above and below. 
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Now let S’ be another copy of S, and r’ the corresponding map: 
T --t S’. Let S,’ be the copy of S, in S’, and let S” = S u S,‘. 
Define 
I-” : T - S” by r(t) = r(t) if t#T,, 
P(t) = r,(t) if tcT,. 
Define i? S” + S by 
r = identity on S, 
i-(d) = s if SE?&‘, 
where s E S, and s’ is the copy of s in S,‘. Then r 0 r” = r. So if 
{Xr-l(c) : C E V} generates Q(X), then it certainly generates 
{Xr”-qc”, : C” E W), where V’ is the obvious Bore1 structure in S”. 
Let 
YC” = xr”-qc”). 
Then 
So, substituting Y, (S”, %“‘), and r for X, (T, g), and I’, and 
S, u S,,‘, S, , SO’ for To , Tl , Tz , the assumptions of this lemma may 
be sharpened by the requirement that r be one-one on Tl and T, . 
Since I’ is one-one on each T.,., there is a unique one-one bimeas- 
urable map d from Tl onto T2 such that r / T2 = T’A. Let ,% be the 
measure on g which agrees with p on Tl and with p 0 A-l on T, . Then 
A is an isomorphism between F 1 Tl and ,G / T, . d,ii/dp is bounded 
above and below. 
Now the Levy-Khintchine measure of X on .98 x 97(R) is TV x 6, , 
and its Levy-It0 process is X x 6, . According to Ref. [5, Theorem 
7.31, there is a probability measure Q on the probability space of X 
such that Q is equivalent in the sense of absolute continuity to the 
original measure P, and X remains a Poisson process, with Levy- 
Khintchine measure ,Z x 6, and Levy-It0 process X x 6, . Further, 
E,(X,} = p(A). It will now be shown that the random variable 
t = x, - XT2 is not measurable with respect to the completed 
(T algebra 99 generated by all Xr-l(c) , C E V. For if it were, it would 
be in L,(Q 1 9). But it will in fact be seen that 5 lL,(Q 1 9). 
(Tl , g I Tl , ,% I Tl) and (T, , g I T, , ,G I TJ are isomorphic via the 
map A; therefore one may, by passing to a stochastically equivalent 
process, assume that the probability space is a product (J2, x a,, 
ri x r2 , PI x P.J, X, is a function of the variable in 0 alone 
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when B C 53 / Ti , and furthermore, there is a map 6 : ~‘2, + Q, such 
that X, o 6 = XdcB) for B E .99 1 T1 . 
Let E be the map (wi , wa) ++ (S-lw, , 6~~). E then induces an 
automorphism of the measure algebra of the probability space. 
Furthermore, 
(4--‘(Cl o 4% , w2> = x,-q&-lw, 9 6%) 
=x- - A '(r ~mT,,h) + %u--'n&fJ2) 
= 4--‘(C)n7.,(4 + Xr-‘(C)nr,(~2) = -q-q&1 > w2)* 
so xi--w is left fixed by E. Consequently all limits in probability 
of polynomials in the XT-l(e) , when identified modulo sets of 
probability 0, are left fixed by the measure algebra automorphism 
induced by E. But 
fOE===X T1 ’ E - xT 2 0 E = XT 2 - XT1 = -5. 
6.4. THEOREM. Let X be a continuous$xed Poissonian decomposable 
process with values in H. Let v be its Levy-It0 process, II its Levy- 
Khintchine measure, GY” = {A0 C ~3 x S?(H) : II < CD}. Then the 
most general @(X)- measurable, K-valued decomposable process Y on a 
generating ideal 6Z C 33 has the form 
where f : T x H -+ K satisfies 
s Ilf 0, XII” AXH 1 + 11 f (t, x)II”IT@ x dx) < c0 for each A E a. 
Furthermore, Y generates Q(X) o II 0 rj-‘( T x (0)) = 0 and r, is 
one-one outside some set of II measure 0. 
Proof. It has already been seen that an integral of the given 
form does indeed define a @(X)-measurable, K-valued process. 
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In proving that every Y has the required form, there is no loss 
of generality in assuming, as will be done, that both X and Y are 
real-valued; this is because of Theorem 6.1. 
Now let 0 be the Levy-Khintchine measure of Y, and p its Levy-It0 
process. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that Y has 
centering zero. Let 
Ii,= r:i<lrl 
I 
Let 
Y - n.A - 
s I 
RY Pn(A XdY)- 
This is defined for all A E GZ. Y, is Q(Y)-measurable. It will be seen 
that Y, has the form 
Y l %A = 
1 + If& XII” 
wt x 41, (*) 
where f, takes its values in R, , and fm = 1 TXR,fn for n > m. 
If A0 C A x R, and n > m, then 
&‘p) = &&qJ) = n 0 q-&40) = n 0 r;l(AO) 
and so 
= e o r&40), 
Similarly, 
e = i,,{olcn o r,-1 
p = &{o}“V 0 r;‘. 
Then 2, can be rewritten as 
s I RY PL(A x dY)- ’ l+lY12 064 x dy)!, 
so z = Y. 
Finally, (*) must be proven. This will follow from Ref. [5, Theorem 
7.31. Fix n. The random variable e Y*.~ has finite expectation. In fact, 
it may be calculated: 
ey - 1 - 1 +< y l2) &(A X dy), 
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which is bounded by 
( en + 1 + *) @(Rd. 
Now consider the stochastic process 
A b WA z eYn~~-p(A)o 
Note that WA is FB(X)-measurable whenever A C B, and that 
E{WA} = 1. Thus a new probability may be defined, not on all of 
FI(X), but at least on FA(X) if A E a, by the formula 
Q,(A) = 1, WAdp. 
QA i&l =QA1ifA,CA, and if A, and A, are disjoint then rA1(X) 
and F,A,(X) are independent for the measure QaIUa, , because 
Let G& = C!? 1 A, . Then A t-t X, , A C A,, is a decomposable pro- 
cess on G& even when the measure QAO is substituted for P 1 TAO . So the 
theorem cited above implies that, for A E G&, , log WA = Y,,A - p(A) 
has the form 
s log w&y x1 lvtdt x dx) - 1 + , I,,‘, @ ,412 l7(dt x dx) AXR 4 ’ 
log rAo(t’ x1 
+ IA,, 11 + 1 l”gTA& x)i2 
for a certain nonnegative function TAO satisfying 
and 
where 
I A+ 
1 ~,,,(t, x) - 1 1 17(dt X dx) < cx) 
I 
A- 1 ~,,&t, x) - 1 I2 17(dt X dx) < oc), 
and 
A+ = {(t, x) : t E A,, 1 rA,(t, x) - 1 1 > l} 
A- = ((t, x) : t E A,, , 1 T,,,(t, X) - 1 1 < I}. 
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Part of Skorokhod’s result says that, since QAo - P 1 YA, , n-A40 may 
be chosen to be positive everywhere, so 
is a finite -function, and furthermore the conditions on rrA imply that II 
s .&YAO(4 4” AOXR 1 + kA& x)i” Iqdt x dx) < co. 
so ‘,,A 7 for A E GZ,, differs by a constant from 
1 + 1 gA(6 x>l2 II(dt 
Now g,.& is uniquely determined II-a.e. on A, x R, 
x dx) . 
1 
so if A, C A,, 
then gAl = lAIXRgAo II-a.e. on A, x R. Combining gives a single 
function g such that, for each A E Ql, 
l 1 + I g(4 41” 
II(dt x dx)/ 
plus a constant. Now to indicate dependence on n, g will be called g, . 
But also, 
Y - n,A - 
I I 
Ry cLvdAxdy)- l 1-tlY12 
@,(A x 4lj. 
Thus, 
and 
O,(AO) = II o T,;t(AO n T x {O}c) 
p&lo) = v o I’;:(AO n T x (O}c). 
Since 0, = 1 TXR,O and pn = 1 TXR,p, it follows that 
&n = ll%R,,,&a II - a.e. if n > m. 
A modification of each g, on a set of n-measure 0 will make the 
equality hold everywhere; these g, will be the desired fn of (*), and 
the construction is complete. 
Finally, now that it has been shown that Y has the desired form, 
it will be seen further that Y generates Q(X) under precisely the 
conditions described in the statement of the theorem. If f is as 
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described, then v can be recaptured from the Levy-It0 process of Y, 
so that X is @(Y)- measurable. Suppose, on the other hand, that f 
does not satisfy the described conditions. 
If n(f -‘(T x (0))) # 0, then A0 may be chosen with 
A0 C rrl( T x (0)) and 0 < n(A”) < co. v(A”) is independent of all 
u(A’) with A’ C r~l(T x fO})c = r~‘( T x (0)“). But the Levy-It0 
process of Y is lTx~olc~ 0 l-‘;l. Thus v(A”) is independent of the 
Levy-It0 process of Y, and therefore Y does not generate X. 
Suppose, on the other hand, that 17 o r;l(T x (0)) = 0, so that 
the Levy-Khintchine measure of Y is 17 o r;’ and its Levy-It0 
process is v o r~‘. But su ppose also that f is not essentially one-one. 
It will now be shown that 
does not generate the measurable functions on the probability space. 
By Lemma 6.2, there is a Bore1 one-one map # : T x R -+ 
I x T x R such that rr(t, x) is the projection of #(t, x) on its T x R 
coordinates. 
Now define, for 0 < r < 1, 
4+ = ((4 4 : #(t, 4 > r>, 
A,- = {(t, x) : #(t, x) < r}. 
Let 
rr,+ = l&l, II,-- = l&I. 
We claim that there exists some Y such that I7r+ 0 I’;’ and II,,- o ry’ 
are not totally singular with respect to each other. For if they were, 
then one could construct, for all rational r, partitions T x R = 
B,+ u B,- with B,+ decreasing as Y increases, B,* being a support 
for I&.* and in A9 x g(R). Let Qn be an increasing sequence of 
finite subsets of the rationals whose union is the rationals Q in I. Let 
e,+(t, x) = sup{r E Qn : (t, A?) E B,+}, 
19~-(t, zc) = inf{r E Qn : (t, x) E B,-}. 
Then 8,+ > 0,-, and no members of Q, are strictly between them. 
Furthermore, e,+J with n, 0,-t with n, and en+ - en- -+ 0. SO they 
approach a common limit 0, which may also be described by 
e(t, x) = sup{r E Q : (t, x) E B,+) = inf{r E Q : (t, x) E B,}. 
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Now it is easy to see that 
n({(t, 4 : #(t, ) 1 x ies b 1 e ow the graph of Bn- or above that of e,+}) = 0. 
Thus, I7 o $-l({graph of 0p) = 0. But r, is one-one on $-l({graph 
of 0}), contradicting our assumption. 
Thus there is some r such that 17,+ 0 I’;’ and 17,- 0 I’;’ are not 
totally singular with respect to each other. Let B be a set in 98 x 9?(R) 
on which I&+ 0 r;’ - 17r- 0 r;r. Now it is possible to apply Lemma 
6.3, which completes the proof. q 
6.5. COROLLARY. Let X be a continuous, mixed Poissonian decom- 
posable process with values in H and Levy-Khintchine measure Il. The 
possible Levy-Khintchine measures arising from @(X)-measurable 
processes Y on an ideal UZ and with values in K are precisely those of 
the form 1 7x~O$7 0 f-l, where f : T x H + K satisfies 
for all A E O!. 
Now we will describe a complete set of isomorphism invariants for 
Poissonian factored probability spaces. Consider a Levy-Khintchine 
measure II on (T x H, 97 x 98(H)), i.e., a measure satisfying 
H(T x (0)) = 0 and 
1 
II x /I2 
H 1 + /I x I2 
H(A x dx) < co 
for all A in some generating ideal @ C 8. Let h be a u-finite measure 
on 9I such that h(B) = 0 o I7(B x H) = 0, e.g., the measure 
B -+ jH 11 x I\“/(1 + I/ x 11”) 17(B x dx), which is finite for B E Q?. Then 
17 may be fibred over A, i.e., there are measures IT, , t E T, defined 
on 5% x 9(H) and with II, having its support in {t} x H, such that 
for all C E 28 x &9(H). See, e.g., von Neumann, Ref. [15]; there the 
finite case is treated, but generalizing to the u-finite case is a minor 
matter. The measure h is determined up to equivalence; all measures 
which will work in this role are of the form D(t) h(dt), where D is a 
function such that 0 < D(t) < co A-a.e. The 17, are determined for 
A-a.e. t, up to a constant C(t) depending on the choice of A; more 
precisely, h(dt)f17, is uniquely determined A-a.e. 
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6.6. THEOREM. Let X, X’ be mixed Poissonian decomposable pro- 
cesses, with Levy-Khintchine measures II, 17’. Let {A, II, : t E T} and 
{A’, II,’ : t E T) be as described above. Then necessary and suficient 
conditions for isomorphism of Q(X) and @(X’) are 
(a) X-A’; 
(b) 17, and dh’jdA (t)II, have isomorphic measure algebras for 
A-a.e. t. 
Remark. The isomorphism of (b) will not, in general, be induced 
by a linear map from the Hilbert space H of X to that H’ of X’. 
Proof. Write X = X’ when (a) and (b) hold. This is clearly an 
equivalence relation. The structure of the proof will be this: First, 
under the added assumption that X’ is one-dimensional, it will be 
shown that 
CD(X) w Q(X) * x = x’. 
Next, under the assumption that both X and X’ are one-dimensional, 
it will be shown that 
x=x =c- Q(X) .e CD(X). 
Necessity in the general case may then be seen as follows: By 
Theorem 6.1, for general X and X’ there exist one-dimensional 
generators Y and Y’ for Q(X) and @(X’), respectively. Then 
@W m G(Y) and @(X’) = @(Y’), and Y and Y’ are one-dimensional, 
so the assumption G(X) w @(X’) implies 
Sufficiency in the general case may also be shown: Letting X, x’, 
Y, Y’ be as in the previous paragraph, then under the assumption 
X = X’, one has O(X) M G(Y) and @(X’) w @(Y’), so X E Y and 
X’ E Y’ by th e necessity part; thus Y 3 Y’, and Q(Y) = @(Y’) by 
the one-dimensional case, and therefore Q(X) = @(Xl). 
Now assuming that X’ is one-dimensional, it will be shown that 
@(X) M @(X’) implies X = X’. Changing to a stochastically equiva- 
lent X’ does not affect the conclusion, so it may be assumed that 
Q(X) = @(X’). Th us, by Theorem 6.4, X’ has the form 
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for all A’ E 6%“, where GZ’ is the ideal on which x’ is defined, and 
s II f(t, x>ll” A’XH 1 + IIf@, x)l12=(dt x @ < 03* 
Furthermore, 17 of-l({O}) = 0, and r, is one-one off some set of 
n-measure 0. In fact, it may be assumed that r, is one-one. Now 
h’ vanishes precisely on those B E g for which 17’(B x R) = 0, but 
II’(B x R) = 17 0 I’;‘(B x R) = I7(B x H), which is zero if and 
only if h(B) is zero, so h N X’. Also, 
II 0 &l(C) = s II, 0 r;l(c) qdt), T 
and IT, 0 r;’ has its support in (t> x R, so 
n p=dh’y 
to f dh t 
for h-a.e. t. Finally, r, is one-one, so r, induces a measure algebra 
isomorphism between II, and II, 0 r~‘. This completes the proof 
that X = X’. 
Now assume that both X and X’ are one-dimensional, and that 
X = X’. There is no loss in generality in assuming, as we shall do, 
that X = h’. Furthermore, the measure algebra isomorphism between 
f17, and f17,’ may be assumed to hold for all t, and it may furthermore 
be assumed that 
s I x I2 Rl-tlX? 17,(dt x dx) and s I x I2 R1+IX12 &‘(dt x dx) 
are finite for all t E T. We shall construct a Bore1 function f from 
T x R to R such that I’;l implements an isomorphism between 
the measure algebra of 17, and IT,’ for each t E T. Since also 
I’,-l(B x R) = B x R for.all B E 23, it follows also that X a r;r = X, 
and so 17 0 r,-’ = 17’. Let V’ be the Levy-It0 process of X’. The 
stochastic process A0 t+ v’(AO), defined on {A0 E GY x g!(R) : 
II’ < oo}, is then stochastically equivalent to the process 
A” I-+ Y o l-‘$(AO), where v is the Levy-It0 process of X. Thus, there 
is a measure algebra isomorphism = (a, P, YT) -+ (Q’, P’, 9”‘) 
sending v to v 0 r~‘, and this clearly sends each Y* to ~7~‘. 
The construction off splits into two parts: one part to take care 
of the atoms of the 17,) and another for the continuous parts. Each 
17, gives rise to a measure ff, on R, and each 17,’ to a measure flqtl on 
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R : nt(B) = 17,(T x B) = n,({t} x B), since n, has its support on 
{t} x R; similarly for n, and ni’. It will be more convenient to work 
with H, and flqt’. 
For each t, the measure fl, has countably many atoms. Let A(m, t) 
be the set of atoms of mass m for fit, and A’(m, t) for fl,‘. The set 
of atoms of mass m for R, has only finitely many elements outside 
any neighborhood of zero so one may put the elements of A(m, t) 
in sequence by writing them in descending order of magnitude, and, 
in case of a tie, writing the positive element first. Let a(j, m, t) be the 
j-th member of A(m, t) if it exists, zero otherwise. Similarly define 
a'(j, m, t) for A’( m, t). Notice that the assumed isomorphism between 
IT, and n7,’ implies that A(m, t) and A'(m, t) always have the same 
cardinality. 
Next, observe that u and u’ are Bore1 functions. It suffices to 
do so for u, and this is done by writing a formula for 0. For 
n 3 1, divide the interval [-n, l/2”) into n * 2”-l subintervals, 
[-n, --n + l/2”),..., [-2/2”, -l/2”), and similarly the interval 
(l/2”, a] into n . 2”-l subintervals (l/2”, 2/2”],..., (n - l/2”, n], and 
combine these lists in the following order: 
(n - l/2”, n], [-n, --n + l/279 ,...) (l/2”, 2/2”], [-2/2n, -l/2”), 
i.e., in descending order of distance from the origin, with positive 
intervals first in case of a tie. Let c(n) = 2(n 2” - l), and let I,,i , 
i = l,..., c(n), be the i-th interval in this listing. Also let x,,~ be the 
point furthest from the origin in l,,i . Finally, letf,,, be the indicator 
function of the interval [m, m + l/l), and g,,, = 1 - fwL,l . Then 
U( 1, m, t) may be written in the form 
For larger j, u(j, m, t) may be obtained inductively: Let 
J j,m.t _ Lk n [-(ia m9 G4i m7 4) t 
if u(j, m, t) > 0, 
n.k - 
b,k n (-a($ & $ u(i? m, k)) if u(j, m, t) < 0. 
Then for j 2 1, u(j + 1, m, t) equals 
These formulas are routine to verify. 
Now let A = {(j, m, t) : u(j, m, t) > O> = {(j, m, t) : 0 < j < 
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card A(m, t)} = same thing in terms of u’ and A’. d is a Bore1 set, 
and the map (j, m, t) H (t, u(j, m, t)) is a one-one Bore1 map from d 
into the plane. Then its image is a Bore1 set, and its inverse is a 
Bore1 function. Thus the map (t, a(j, m, t)) F+ o’(j, m, t) is a Bore1 
function from {(t, x) : x is an atom of flJ to the real line, call it f0 . 
And the function f,,(t, X) = (t,f(t, x)) is a one-one Bore1 map from 
{(t, x) : x is an atom of n,} onto ((t, y) : y is an atom of n,‘]. Further- 
more, for each t,fo(t, *)-’ induces an isomorphism from the measure 
algebra of the atomic part of fit’ onto that of fl, . 
Now turn to the continuous part of the n, and nT,‘. First, observe 
that if one writes 0, for the continuous part of w, and 0,’ for that 
of flft’, then the maps t H O,(C) and t M O,‘(C) are Bore1 functions. 
This follows from Ref. [2, Theorem 2.121, on replacing the measures 
nt and nTt’ by the Jinite measures ( x I”/(1 + ( x 1’) fl(dx) and 
I Y I”/(1 + I Y I”> n’(dy>. N owlet h,(t) = @,(R,). Set h(t) = O,(R) = 
h+(t) + h-(t). Note that the isomorphism assumption tells us that 
h(t) = O,‘(R) = h+‘(t) + h-‘(t). 
h, h, , h- are Bore1 functions of t. Let 
r = {(t, x) : 0 < x < h(t)}. 
We shall construct a Bore1 map g from r into R such that g(t, *) 
is one-one and has full @,-measure for each t, and such that g(t, *)-l 
carries Lebesgue measure on (0, h(t)) to 0,. A similar map g’ may 
be constructed for 0,‘. Then a function fi may be defined by the 
condition rfl = g’ 0 g-l. r,l will be a Bore1 map from a Bore1 subset 
of T x R onto another such set, and rf,(t, *)-’ will induce an isomor- 
phism from the measure algebra of 0,’ onto that of 0, for each t. 
Finally, f is defined as f. on the domain off0 and asfi on the remaining 
points in the domain of fi . The function f so defined will be the 
promised function, after extending it by sending what is left to 
some set of measure zero. 
It remains only to construct g. For each t, and 0 < r < h+(t), 
let p(t, Y) = the largest x for which O,((x, co)) = r. Also, for 
0 < r < h-(t), let q(t, r) = the smallest x for which O,((- CO, x)) = r. 
If both h+(t) and hk( t) are infinite, let g(t, x) be the map which sends 
(2n, 2n + 1) to (p(t, n), p(t, 71 + 1)) by the map x 1--t p(t, x - n), and 
(2n + 1, 2n + 2) to (q(t, n + l), q(t, n)) by the map x w q(t, n - n - 1). 
To deal with the case where either h+(t) or h-(t) is finite: If h+(t) 
is finite and <h-(t), then use the previous definition of g(t, x) when 
x < [h+(t)] + h+(t), but for h(t) > x > [h+(t)] + h+(t), simply send 
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x to q(t, h - h+(t)). If h-(t) < h+(t), p roceed in an analogous fashion. 
Then g can be shown to be a Bore1 function with the desired 
properties. cl 
Next, a generalization of the Shale-Stinespring [13] result for the 
classical Poisson process will be shown. 
An even more general result could be shown, but it would involve 
considerably more work, including the introduction of the “free 
measures” of A. Vershik [14]; this will be discussed elsewhere. 
6.7. THEOREM. Let X be a mixed Poissonian decomposable process 
on GZ. Suppose that the measures IT, occurring in the decomposition of 
the Levy-Khintchine measure II of X all consist of finitely many atoms, 
at points which are independent, generating a linear subspace H(t) C H. 
Assume that IT(A x H) < 00 for all A E a. Note that 
so that 
s 
II XII 
AXH 1 + II x II2 
II(dt x dx) < co, 
. 
J II XII Ax* 1 + /I x 112 n(dt x dx) 
exists, and X may be written in the form 
x‘l = s xv@ x dx) + a(A). AXH 
Assume OL = 0. Then for every @(X)-measurable, K-valued decom- 
posable process Y defined on a subideal QJ, C G?, there exists a measurable 
function g : T --t L(H, K) and a measure y on G& such that 
yA, = 
s 
g(t) -Tit + YMJ, 
A0 
where the stochastic integral is dejned by taking any sequence of step 
functions gcn) --f g X-a.e. in the strong operator topology, 
g(n) = c lAinCjn, Aj” E Ql, q” E L(H, K), 
and setting 
where the limit is taken in probability in the norm of K, and 
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g(t) 1 H(t) is uniquely determined X-a.e., while g(t) 1 H(t)1 may be chosen 
to be 0 for all t. Conversely, given any measurable g : T --+ L(H, K) 
(the deJnition of measurability does not depend on which of the operator 
topologies in L(H, K) are used, in view of Ref. [7, Section 3.5]), and 
any sequence of step functions gcn) -+ g h-a.e. as above, then 
exists (independent of the approximating sequence), and 
A,+ s g(t) St A0 
defines a @(X)-measurable decomposable process on GI, . 
Remark 1. For the classical Poisson process H is the real line, 
17, = 6, for all t, and h = Lebesgue measure on (0, co), so a includes 
all sets of finite Lebesgue measure. 
Remark 2. The assumption that 17(A x H) < a for all A E 0! is 
really not very stringent, for 17,(H) < co for all t E T, since II, 
consists of finitely many atoms, so {A, : 17(A, x H) < a} = 0?, is a 
generating ideal in 33’. If X was originally defined on some other 
ideal a’, then a n a, is again a generating ideal, and since 
i 
II x II2 
AIXH 1 + tI x 11’ 
II(dt x dx) < co for all A, E Oil , 
it follows that if X has centering 0, then it may be extended from 
GZ’ n O!, to all of 02, . 
Proof of Theorem. It may be assumed that t t+ dim H(t) = n(t) is 
measurable, and that the points of mass of n7, , call them cl(t), ez(t),..., 
are measurable functions of t on {t : n(t) < n}. Now set 
x = al(t) 6(t) + - + wt)e,dt) + x0(t), 
where x,(t) E H(t)l. If f is the function: T x H -+ K arising in the 
expression given in Theorem 6.4 for Y, then set 
n(t) 
so 
g(t) x = C aAt>f(tdN. 
Cl 
g(t) x = f(t, x) 17 - a.e., 
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and in terms of the v and II of X, 
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1 + II L?(t) * II2 G l 
one may write 
and I&4, x H) < co, 
Then 
YA, = s g(t)x @t x 4 + I@,). AoXH 
Now choose a sequence of step functions g(%)(t)x --f g(t)x X-a.e. for 
each x. Then 
II g’“‘(t> x - g(t) x II -+ 0 II - a.e., 
so 
s II P’(t) x - L?(t) x I? AoXH 1 + 11 g(n)(t) x -g(t) x 112 Wdt x w - O* 
Also 
I II g’“‘(t) x l?(t) x ,&,X&H 1 + ,,g’“(t) 2 11’ - 1 + I, &) x 1,’ /I n(dt ’ dx) - ” 
so 
r 
J 
g’“‘(t) x 
AoXH 1 + ,I g’“‘(t) x 112 wt x dx) - AOXH 
Consequently, 
I A XHgyt)x v(dt x dx) + f g(t)x v(dt x fix) 0 A,,XH 
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in probability. But 
If g(t) and gi(t) both work as representing functions, then 
g(t)% = gl(t)x =f(t, x) n-a.e., hence g(t) q(t) = gi(t) q(t) for all i, 
for h-a.e. t. So g(t) j H(t) = gr(t) [ H(t) h-a.e. Also, if P(t) is the 
orthogonal projection H J H(t), then g(t) P(t) may be used instead 
of g(t), since g(t)x and g(t) P(t)x agree when x = ci(t), and hence 
agree for IT-a.e. (t, x). 
Conversely, given g, one has 
s II ‘Y(t) x II2 AOXH 1 + 11 g(t) x 112 n(dt x dx) < c73 
for all A, E 6Y0 , so 
s AeXH 
defines a @(X)-measurable process on @,-, and the previous part 
shows that this also has the form 
7. THE GAUSSIAN CASE 
In this section, all decomposable processes and factored probability 
spaces are assumed to be Gaussian. 
7.1. DEFINITION. Let Z”(O) be the set of all real-valued decom- 
posable processes with mean zero, defined on generating ideals 
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GZ C 39. Let A?(@) = {X, : XE A!‘(@), X defined on A}. Let 
ZB(@) = {X, as above: A C B}. So G+?(O) = s=(Q). 
7.2. Remark. Note that any t E Z’(Q) may be written as X, for 
some X defined on all of ~2. For if 5 = YA , Y E .3”(Q), then setting 
xl3 = YAM3 for all B E ~3, one also has 5 = X, . 
7.3. THEOREM. 2(Q) and each YYB(@) are closed linear subspaces of 
L,(P). If F@(B) d eno es t the orthogonal projection Z(Q) --t sB(@), 
then F@ is a spectral measure on 3Y, in the sense of Halmos [6]. Further- 
more, @ w @’ if and only if the spectral measures F@ and FO’ are unitarily 
equivalent. 
7.4. Remark. Obviously the system {xB(@) : B E g} and F0 
characterize each uniquely, so that, for example, the last sentence of 
the theorem could equally well be stated in terms of the xB(0). 
Proof of Theorem. First it must be shown that each ZB(@) is a 
closed linear subspace. If Xi , X2 E Z(Q), and [ = a,XAI + azXAz , 
then let X be defined by X, = a,X,,,l,, + azXz,a,nr, . So X E X(Q) 
and X, = alX, A + aaXzA, . Therefore each ZB(@) is a linear 
subspace of &,(ti).l If X, E 3(Q), B, E 3, and Xn,A, -+ 5 in L,(P), 
then define Yn,a = Xn,a,nB. Note that 
WI Y7a.B - Y7n.B I”> =-ql &L4,ne - &L4,ne I”> 
e EiI &,a,ne - Kn,a,na I”) 
+ E{I -TL4,AB~ - xm,A,nBC I”> 
= WI X%4, - &La, 12h 
since Xn,a,rrrc - Xm,a,nB and Xn,A.+,C - Xm,A,nBC have mean 0 and 
are independent, hence orthogonal. But E{I Xn,a, - Xm,a, I”} 0 as 
n, m + co. Therefore Y,,B + some Ya in L,(P). Then Y E X(Q), 
and Y, = limn+m X, A = [. 
If B, n B, = ,D the> Fzl I Fzz , and FzlnB, = Fzl + Fzs . Thus, 
FgFg = F&y2 7 even if B and B, are not disjoint. Furthermore, co1 
if B is a disjomt union (J+r Bi , and .$ E Z8(@), then 5 = X, for 
some A C B, and 6 = Cj X,,, , convergence occuring in proba- 
bility; therefore, since the XAnBi are independent and Gaussian, 
also in L,(P). But X,,,$ E 3&J@), so F,# = Cj”=, Fgj . Finally, 
F,@ = P (the identity on A?(@)). So F@ is a spectral measure on g’. 
If y is a unitary map from x(Q) to Z(W) for B E a, then for any 
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5 1 , . . . . 5, and rll ,..., rim in x(Q), and real polynomials p, p in n and 
m variables, respectively, 
JqP(f, ,***, EL) d7l ,*a., 7d = ~‘~PbP(~lL dEn>) d9471)9**v d7m))l. 
Thus, v extends to an inner-product-preserving algebraic isomorphism 
from a dense subalgebra of L,(P) onto a dense subalgebra of L,(P). 
Since &-convergence implies convergence in probability, this extends 
to an algebraic isomorphism which preserves convergence in proba- 
bility, from the algebra of P-measurable functions onto that of 
P-measurable functions. Furthermore, the polynomials in elements 
of 3&(o) (respectively, ZB(@‘)) are dense in the 9&Q)-measurable 
(respectively, 9&Q’) -measurable) functions. Thus, a unique isomor- 
phism @ + @ is induced. 0 
7.5. DEFINITION. Say @’ C @ if the probability space is the same, 
and each 3&Q’) C FB(@). 
7.6. COROLLARY. Any isomorphism # from Z(Y) into S(Q), 
sending each JT~(Y) into the corresponding S’(G), is induced by an 
isomorphism between Y and some @,’ C @. 
Proof. Let @’ have the same probability space as @, but let 
.9”(P) be generated by I,!J(%,@)). Clearly, $(3?‘(Y)) C ZB(@‘). It 
will be seen that in fact this inclusion is an equality, so that Z,!J is an 
isomorphism = Z(Y) + X(P) sending XB(Y) onto A?,,(@‘). It 
suffices to show that #(Z(Y)) is all of s(W). 
Suppose, then, that 4 E Z(P), but [ 1 #(.X(Y)). Then 5 is 
independent of s(Y), hence of all polynomials in elements of 
WWW Th ere ore f f is independent of &.(@‘). So 5 is constant, 
but mean zero, and E = 0. 0 
7.7. DEFINITION. Let F be a spectral measure on 53’. Let y1”8 be 
the range of F, . Following Halmos [6], F will be called canonical 
if there are u-finite nonnegative measures tar , p2 ,..., pa, on 99, with 
disjoint supports B, , B, ,..., B, , and m-dimensional Hilbert spaces 
K, , n = 1, 2 ,..., co, such that ZB, = Lz(pLn , K,) (where Lp(,+ , K,) 
is given the obvious Hilbert space structure), ZB = {f~ XB, : f = 0 
CL,-a.e. outside B} for B C B, , A$ = @JIGnGm A$, , and for general 
B E g’, G = O&a, Kim, - 
It is well known (see, e.g., Halmos, Ref. [6], for details) that every 
a-representation F of g is unitarily equivalent to a canonical one, 
and furthermore, that two canonical ones F, F’ are equivalent if and 
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only if pn N pn for n = 1, 2,..., co. In short, the measures km] 
form a complete set of invariants for F up to unitary equivalence. 
Combining this with Theorem 7.3, one has a complete set of 
isomorphism invariants for any @. 
7.8. Remark. The invariants of “white noise” on [0, CD] are as 
follows: pi = Lebesgue measure, pn = 0 for KZ > 1. 
7.9. THEOREM. Let bJ, n = l,..., 00, be the invariants of @. Let 
6Y, = {B E 97 : pm(B) < CO). Then there exist Xjn E X(Q), Xjn defined 
on @A, such that 
(1) EIl x;, I”> = /-44; 
(2) The Xin are independent for dazerent n and j; 
(3) The Xjn generate @. 
Conversely, given Xi” E X(Q) on ideals CYin, with the measures 
A I---+ kqw = E{I x:, I”> Q e uivalent for the same n and disjoint for 
daserent n, and such that the Xjn are independent for dt#erent n or j 
and generate @, then [poll, [P,,~],..., [porn] are the invariants of @. 
Proof. Given that the [pn] are the invariants of @, let ein, 
n = I,..., co, 0 < j < n be a complete orthonormal system for K, . 
Let 9 be the isometry Z(Q) -+ On L,& , K,) discussed previously. 
Set Xz, = y-l(& lArrB,ejn). Since the images of the Xz, under v 
span y(Z(@)), the XE, span Z(G) and hence generate @. 
Going in the opposite direction, given Xjn generating @, the 
XR, must span Z(Q), since otherwise there would exist some nonzero 
5 E s(Q) orthogonal to, and hence independent of, all XzA . Choose 
a complete orthonormal system ejm, 0 < j < n, for each K, , and set 
This sends the XjTA onto a dense subset of L.&Q,~, K,) for each n, 
and preserves the inner product; thus it extends to a unitary map 
from tic@> onto @&nGm -@on, K,). q 
7.10. COROLLARY. Every @ is a Q(X) for some @-measurable 
decomposable process X. 
Proof. Let H be an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space with 
complete orthonormal system u,,, , ui ,... . Let r, , rl ,... be a sequence 
of positive numbers with &=a rn2 = 1. Let bJ,..., b,] be the 
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invariants of @, and let the measures pm be chosen within the 
equivalence classes so that 
l<~<mP”(T) = 1. . . 
Let X,“, n = l,..., 00, 0 < j < n, be chosen as in the first part 
of Theorem 7.9. Then for fixed j, and any B E GY, 
converges, since the Xz, are orthogonal for different n, and 
Let Xj,, be their sum; then E{I Xi,, I”} = CiCn pn(B). Finally, 
observe that 
< xi”=, ri2, so that Cj”=, (Y~X~,~)ZQ exists as an element of H, with 
probability one, call it X, . If p,(B) # 0, while pL,(B) = 0 for m # n, 
then (X, , uj) = XE, . Thus X generates @. 0 
For simplicity, the next theorem will be proven in the context 
of a CD for which only one [p,] # 0. The more complicated general 
case is routine to reconstruct. 
7.11. DEFINITION. L,(H, K) will be the set of Hilbert-Schmidt 
operators from H to K, i.e., operators a for which Tr a*a < 00, 
made into a Hilbert space by the inner product Tr(b*a). 
7.12. THEOREM. Let C,D be an isomorphism A?‘(@) -+ L,(p, K,) 
sending each Z’(0) onto functions vanishing outside B. Then there is a 
one-one linear correspondence between H-valued, @-measurable decom- 
posable processes on GI with mean 0 and p-equivalence classes of 
measurable functions R : T --+ L,(H, K,) for which 
s Tr R(t)* R(t) p(dt) < cc for all A E GZ. A 
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The correspondence is given by ~J(X,, u) = I,( *) R( *)u for all u E H. 
Furthermore, E{Il X, II”> = Tr C(A) = JA Tr(R*(t) R(t)) p(dt), C(A) 
being the covariance operator of X, , and in fact 
C(4 = j R*(t) R(t) PW), 
A 
so that, in the sense of vector-valued Radon-Nikodym derivatives, 
C(dt)/p(dt) exists, and = R*(t) R(t). Finally, X generates @ ;f and 
only if R(t) has dense range for p-a.e. t. 
Proof. Given X, each (X, , U) is in L2(,u, K,) and vanishes 
outside A. Furthermore, if A, and A, have disjoint union A, then 
1 A1dXA1 , u, = lAdxAly u, + lA,dXA, , ‘1 = dxA, ? u> + O, i.ea7 
‘AldxA 3 ‘> = dxA1 3 u). Therefore there is a fixed p-equivalence 
class of functions T -+ K, , call it t ~--t R(t)u, such that y(X, , U) = 
lA(*) R(*)u. Note also that 
s 11 R(t) u iI2 tL@) = // dxA > u)I,2 = E{I(XA , u>12> A 
(by isometry of y) < E{jl X, 11”) 11 x /12. Furthermore, clearly 
r,R(t)u, + r,Ri(t) u2 = R(t)(rlul + r2u2) for a.e. t, for fixed r and U. 
Then a standard argument shows that R can be chosen within the 
equivalence class so that R(t) is linear for each t and 
11 R(t)ll < dE{jl xA II”>- 
If Ui ) U2 )... is a complete orthonormal system in H, then 
E{/l xA'l,2} = f E{I(XA 2 %)i"> = i j 11 R(t) % II"/@) 
j=l j=l A 
= 
s 
A (R(t)* R(t(u, > ~2) 4% 
so (C(A)u, 9 u2) = j-A (R(t)* R(t) ui , u2) p(dt). R is strongly measur- 
able: T ---f L(H, K). 
Conversely, suppose R is given as described. Then 1 A( a) R(.)u is in 
L,(p, K,) for each A E a, and 
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so CL Ww4(‘) R(-) u, 3) uj is defined with probability one as an 
element of H, call it X, . Then X, is an H-valued decomposable 
process on 6Z with mean 0, and ,(X, , uj) = l,( *) R( .)z+ , so the 
same equation holds for general U, by linearity and continuity of 
both sides. 
Clearly X and R are uniquely determined by each other. 
Finally, if X generates @, then (X, : A E 0I> is dense in x(Q), so 
{I,() R(.)u : A E GY, x E H} is dense in&+, K,). So {(t, x) : z 1 R(t)H} 
is a Bore1 subset of T x K, , and its intersection with {(t, z) : x # 0} 
is a Bore1 set D C T x K, . The projection of D on T is an analytic 
subset A, of T, hence p-measurable. By a well-known lemma of von 
Neumann, there exists a Bore1 subset A, of A, with p(A, n AIC) = 0 
and a Bore1 function F, : A, -+ K, such that (t,fo(t)) E D for all t E A, . 
Suppose A, has positive measure. Then define f(t) = fo(~)lllfo(~)ll 
on some subset A, of A, with 0 < p(AJ < co, andf(t) = 0 on AsC. 
Then 0 < JA /lf(t)i12 I < CO, sof is a nonzero element ofL& K,). 
But f(t) I R(t)H for all t, a contradiction. 
Conversely, if (X, : A E GZ} is not dense in Z(a), then 
{l/,(.) R(.)x : A C G!, x E H) is not dense in L&, K,), so there is 
some nonzero f in L&L, K,) with JA (R(t)u,f(t)) p(dt) = 0 for all A 
and u, so, choosing a countable dense sequence ui , uz ,..., one gets 
(R(t>uj J(t)> = 0 f or all i, for p-a.e. t, by continuity of R(t). So 
R(t)H is not dense, for all t for whichf(t) # 0. 0 
7.13. COROLLARY. Let @ have invariants [pII,..., [p,]. Let [p] = 
Clcn<co [p,]. Let X be a @-measurable process on 6I with values in H, 
C ‘it; covariunce. Then C(A) = 0 whenever p(A) = 0, and 
dim(range C(dt)/p(dt)) < n ~~-a. e. Furthermore, sf X generates @, 
then the last inequality is an equality for all n.. 
Proof. It is easy to reduce to the case where only one [p%] # 0. 
Then let e, be an isometry G%(Q) -+ L,(p, K,). Then C(dt)/p(dt) = 
R(t)* R(t), where R(t) EL,(H, K,), from Theorem 7.12. But K, has 
dimension CL; consequently range R(t)* R(t) has dimension <n. 
Furthermore, if X generates @, then R(t)H is dense in K, for CL-a.e., t 
but then the range of R(t)* R(t) has dimension n. cl 
Now the question of representing a general @(X)-measurable 
decomposable process Y on a,, C 9, with values in K, by an integral 
of the form YA; = JA,g(t)X dt will be discussed. g will of course 
take on values in L(H, K). 
7.13. THEOREM. Let X be an H-valued decomposable process on GZ, 
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with covariance C, and mean zero, let p > C, and let % be the pre- 
Hilbert space obtained by taking strongly measurable functions 
g: T+L(H, K) f or which ST Tr( g(t) C(dt)/&dt)g*(t)) p(dt) < 00, 
with the inner product (( g, h)) = ST Tr( g(t) C(dt)/p(dt) g(t)*) p(dt) and 
corresponding norm I/j g Jj(. Then there is a linear map J from % into 
K-valued random variables satisfying 
(1) Ifg = l,a, AEGI, andaEL(H,K), then J(g) = a(X,); 
(2) If g, + g in % then J( gal -+ J(g) weakly, in probability; 
(3) In fact, stronger than W, E{ll J(g) II”> = III g ll12; 
(4) J is characterized by (1) and (2). 
Proof. It is clear from (1) how J should be defined on step func- 
tions. A calculation gives (3) for step functions. The step functions are 
dense in a’, as is easily seen. If /j/g, - g /II --+ 0, then \I( g, - g, l/l2 -+ 0, 
so E{lI J(gA - J( gm>l12) -+ 0. Therefore II JCL - J(gm)l12 - 0 in 
probability, and has a limit, to be called J(g), which is independent 
of which approximating sequence g, was used. So J is defined, 
linear, and (l), (2) hold. Clearly they uniquely characterize J. (3) is 
also clear, from the way J was extended. 0 
7.14. DEFINITION. If 1, g E a!, in the notation of the previous 
theorem, then J(1, g) will be called JA g(t)X dt; a natural definition, 
in view of the linearity of J and (1) of the previous theorem. 
7.15. THEOREM. Let X be an H-valued decomposable process on GZ 
with mean zero, and covariance operator C. Let [TV] N VznI [pn], where 
the [p,] are the invariants of Q(X). Assume that bm] = 0. Let K be 
a Jixed Hilbert space, I?&, a fixed generating ideal of B. Let 
V = /g: T-L(H,K):JAOTr (g(t)Bg(t))p(dt) < co foraZZA,E&,,/i 
identi$ed mod&o the obvious null functions. Then there is a one-one 
linear map from V to the @(X)- measurable, K-valued decomposable 
processes on a,, with mean zero, sending g to the process Y given by 
YA, = J-/,g(t)X dt. All Q(X) -measurable, K-valued decomposable 
processes Y on GZ,, with mean zero have this form. Furthermore, 
s ( Tr g(t) A0 
$$V)*) /44 = WI YA, II”>- 
7.16. Remark. This includes the theorem of Shale and Stinespring 
[12, 131 on functionals of the classical Wiener process on (0, co). 
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Proof of Theorem. Without loss of generality it may be assumed 
that there is only a single integer n for which [p,] # 0. So p may be 
taken for Pi. As in Theorem 7.11, let CJJ be an isometry from 
JfP(X)> onto L,(P., KJ carrying &$(@(X)) onto those elements of 
L&, K,) which live on B. Let w = {measurable S : T + L,(K, K,), 
JAO Tr(S(t)* S(t)) I < 00 for all A, E at,>, identified modulo 
p-null functions. Theorem 7.10 sets up a one-one linear map between 
elements S of ?F and K-valued, @(X)-measurable decomposable 
processes Y on ~2, with mean zero, characterized by (YAo , V) = 
y-l( 1 Au( .) S( a)~). In this correspondence, 
E{ll YA, II”) = j Tr(W)* s(t)> ~(4. 
A3 
Next, a one-one linear map from the elements S of w to the elementsg 
of ?” will be set up, as follows: Let R be the function T -+ L(H, K,) 
associated with X by Theorem 7.10. Since X generates Q(X), R(t)H 
is dense for CL-a.e.t. Since K, is n-dimensional, and n < co, 
R(t)H = K, . So R(t) h as a right inverse, which will be called R-l(t), 
characterized by the property that its range is orthogonal to the 
null space of R(t). R-l(t) is measurable in t. Then given S in V, 
the corresponding g in V is given by g(t) = S(t)* R-l(t)*, and 
s(t) = R(t)g(t)*. Note that R-l(t)* R(t)* = (R(t) R-l(t))* = identity 
on K, , i.e., R-l(t)* is a left inverse for R(t)*. To check that 
everything is in the right space: If s(t) = R(t)g(t)*, then 
Thus, the linear correspondence is in fact one-one between V and ?V. 
Now if g is of the form g(t) = 1 JZ, A E a, and a EL(H, K), then 
the corresponding S is l,(e) R(-)a*, and the corresponding Y is 
given by YyO = a(XA,,,) = JA g(t)X dt. Linearity gives the same 
result for fimte linear combinations of such g. 
Now given any g E Y, with corresponding S and Y, let gj be a 
sequence of step functions such that 111 l+ (gj - g)[]j --t 0 for each 
A,E@). Let Sj , Yi be the correspondmg elements of VP- and 
decomposable processes. Then E{lj Yj,Ao - YA, IIz} --+ 0 for each 
A, E CPI, because of Theorem 7.10. But also, 
E 111 jAoW) -g(t)) x dt //21 + 0, 
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by Theorem 7.13. Since Yj,Ao = 
that YA, = JAO g(t)X dt. 
JAOgj(t)X dt for each j, it follows 
0 
7.17. Remark. The pre-Hilbert space 42 of Theorem 7.13 is not, 
in general, complete; however, it follows from the proof of Theorem 
7.17 that in case lj~.J = 0, @ is in fact complete. The key point is 
that in this case C(dt)/p(dt) has finite-dimensional range for p-a.e.t, 
and this is precisely what is needed for 42 to be complete. If [pm] f 0, 
then unbounded operators must enter into the completion of 92, 
introducing technical complications into the attempt to represent 
the general Y in the form YA, = JAO g(t)X dt. 
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